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Psikopat adalah bentuk gangguan mental yang menarik untuk dibahas. Banyak film menunjukkan perilaku psikopat yang dianggap sangat kejam dan sadis namun tetap terlihat indah. Melalui penelitian ini penulis ingin mengajak pembaca untuk mengenali tanda-tanda seseorang yang memiliki kecenderungan untuk menjadi psikopat. Salah satu karya paling terkenal yang memuat topik ini adalah Perfume: The Story of a Murderer yang ditulis oleh Patrick Suskind. Perilaku psikopat yang ditampilkan dalam karya ini adalah dalam karakter bernama Jean-Baptise Grenoulie yang dengan mudah mengambil kehidupan 26 gadis perawan sebagai bahan parfum. Penelitian ini memfokuskan pada tanda-tanda psikopat Grenoulie dan faktor-faktor yang memotivasi subjek untuk melakukan tindakan psikopat. Teori yang digunakan adalah teori Mask of Sanity Hervey Cleckley yang menyebutkan karakteristik psikopat. Dikombinasikan dengan teori kebutuhan oleh psikolog humanis Abraham Maslow. Dengan menggunakan pendekatan psikoanalitik, data diambil dari novel Perfume: The Story of A Murderer. Data diperoleh dengan menggunakan 16 tanda psikopat milik Cleckley yang kemudian disesuaikan dengan tanda-tanda yang muncul dari Grenoulie. Yang kemudian penulis mencari latar belakang atau motivasi dalam melakukan perilaku. Studi ini menemukan bahwa Grenoulie memiliki 13 tanda psikopat dari 16 yang telah disebutkan. Kemudian faktor-faktor yang mendasari perilaku psikopat adalah bahwa banyak dari kebutuhan dasarnya tidak terpenuhi, sehingga perasaan itu menumpuk pada kebutuhan untuk mengaktualisasikan dirinya. Dengan cara aktualisasi diri seperti inilah Grenoulie disebut sebagai Psikopat.
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Abstract
Psychopath is an interesting form of mental disorder to discuss. Many films show psychopathic behavior which is considered as very cruel and sadistic yet still looks beautiful. Through this study the author wants to invite the reader to recognize the signs of someone who has a tendency to psychopathic behavior. One of the most famous works containing this topic is Perfume: The Story of a Murderer written by Patrick Suskind. Psychopathic behavior displayed in this work is in a character named Jean-Baptise Grenoulie who easily took the lives of 26 virgin girls as perfume ingredient. This study focuses on Grenoulie's psychopathic and factors that motivate him to perform psychopathic actions. The theory uses Hervey Cleckley's Mask of Sanity theory which mentions psychopathic characteristics. Combined with the theory of needs by humanist psychologist Abraham Maslow. By using psychoanalytic approach, the data is taken from the novel Perfume: The Story of a Murderer. Data were obtained using 16 psychopathic signs belonging to Cleckley which were then adjusted to the signs that emerged from Grenouliet. Which later on writer searched for background or motivation in performing the behavior. This study found that Grenoulie had 13 psychopathic signs from the 16 that had been mentioned. Then the factors underlying the psychopathic behavior are that many of his basic needs are not being met, so those feeling accumulate to the need for actualize himself. It was in this way of actualizing oneself that Grenoulie was referred to as a Psychopath.







Psychology is an interesting subject to discuss since things that happened in human’s brain are full of mysteries. With the recent millennial life-style people are more vulnerable to exposed with psychological matter caused by the high level of stress. Those could bring up mental disturbance and some are dangerous. Types of dangerous mental disorder are bipolar disorder, DID (multiple personality disorder), schizophrenia and psychopathy. Psychopathy is one of highly dangerous psychological disorder where the subject is harmful not only to himself but other as well. Hare in 1995 consider that 15% to 20% of prisoners are psychopaths and that these individuals account for a large proportion of serious crimes involving violence in relation  
While as a human being, each person is created unique. Each of one is born with different gift, hobby and capability. Depending on how people use their gift it can be either advantage or disadvantage. Along with age addition, the ability and gift that someone has will be more developed and can be used to bring an advantages in the daily lives. During growth phase, a lot more factor can affect how skill will be use. Some are living environment, education, social status and psychological condition. Moreover, during the growth process social and psychological condition of a person could affect how it shaped their personality. 
One issue about psychological condition is psychopathic behaviour. This personality can be stated to started build when someone is just a child. Affected by the living environment, parents or family and the social life. According to Maslow, the failure in completing the needs of love, affection and belongingness is commonly found as the primary base of many maladjustment and major psychopathology cases (Maslow: 1943). As a story of Jean Baptise Grenouille from Perfume: The Story of a Murderer novel. The Humanist psychologists believe that each person has a great needs to realising their potentials in order to reach self-actualization level. As a proof that human is not just reacted to their environmental event but as well as reaching something beyond.   
Perfume: the Story of a Murderer is the second works by Patrick Suskind that becomes the German’s greatest popular play in 1985. Writer also found out if the book has labelled with INTERNATIONAL BEST SELLER mark and has been translated into 25 languages which make writer very convinced about making the novel as a data source for thesis writing since many people have read the story and would understand about the subject that writer about to discuss. Moreover, Perfume: the Story of a Murderer by Patrick Suskind was adapted into movie in 2006 by Tom Tykwer (wikipedia.com)
The story of Perfume: The Story of a Murderer is about Jean Baptise Grenouillie, an unfortunate young man who has a very interesting life story. He became an orphan since he was born. His mother hanged for she is caught abandoning her new born son in a pile of garbage on the people’s market. Back in the era, the market was very awful with tons of fish intestines mixed with other waste from the butcher and vegetable seller. Added with of horse’s poop and decomposing corpses that are not buried properly. 
 As an infant with no parent, government policy stated to took him and send him t a small and dirty orphanage with other unwanted child. Tight rules and rough live in the orphanage under Madame Gaillard’s hands is the only option available for Grenoullie. A slap for those who are shits in their pants after their second birthday, one meal a day with the most hideous meal and various kind of disease. All from the beginning Grenoullie is very different. He can eat even the rottenest vegetables and the most spoiled meat. 
Moreover, He has survived from of chicken pox, dysentery and cholera. Yet, above all things that has been stated, Grenoullie has an extraordinary sense of smell. He learns to define things through its smell. It makes Grenoulie do the sniffing at all the things around that makes other child fear him and consider him as a peculiar person. Thus he lived alone even in a house full of children. No child ever wants to be friended Grenoulie. They do not hate him, nor envy him. Those children are afraid of Grenoulie’s peculiar feature. “The other children, however, sensed at once what Grenouille was about. … the new arrival gave them the creeps” (Suskind 1985:11)
 As Grenoullie reach teenage age, Madame Gaillard sell him to a tanner. So he re-starting his miserable, harsh and loveless life. Unexpectedly, on an off day of his tanning work Grenoullie found an extraordinary scene among smelly things around him. He decided to follow the scene and it leads him to a beautiful girl in her teenage age. He is sniffing her around from behind while the girl doesn’t seem aware of Grenoullie’s presence. In exact second when the girl turns her back she was frozen of terrors and Grenoullie in a second put his arms in the girl’s throat. He closes his eyes as the girl choked for his only focused is on not to losing the scent. 
As the girl dead, Grenoullie’s lays her on the ground, tore off her clothes and started to flood his nose with the fragrant comes from the soulless body.  He sniffs every inches of the body until the last fragrant gone. And so the incident started a new obsession in Grenoullie. He wants to learn the ways of catching scent from the girl and he wants to have a collection of it so he can prove himself as a powerful person. Until one day come his fortune in a form of a perfumer named Baldini. Baldini sees Grenoulie’s scenting ability. He bought Grenoullie from the tanner with a deal. Grenoullie must create the new perfume formula and as a repayment Baldini should teach everything he knew about ways for catching a scent. He learns about new scene and the way to preserves it. Until one moment Grenoullie captured an extraordinary scene which come from beautiful young girl. So it comes his desire to keep the scene by murdered the girl and preserved her scent with fat. Then ever since Grenoullie killed more girls and collect the best perfume that ever be. 

METHOD
This study is using psychoanalysis theory by Hervey Cleckley.Michel Foucault about psychopathy signgs applied throughout the analysis of the novel Perfume. Basically his theory is psychopath seemed to be rational, smart, and charming, but behind the mask was the caldron of insincerity, remorselessness, pathologic egocentricity, and an improvised social life. As later on, Cleckley creates a list that contain the general facts of behavior and emotion appearances and purpose which based on his recorded observation. There are 16 sings and characteristic of psychopath that Cleckley been discovered and then the list known as Cleckley’s Core Traits. Cleckley then, become a psychiatric expert for Ted Bundy’s prosecution who is happened to be psychopathic serial killer.  The Mask of Sanity is distinguished by its main thesis, that the psychopath displays normal function based on to standard psychiatric patient criteria, yet privately occupies in destructive behavior. The thesis raised by the Mask of Sanity is to show that psychopaths exhibit normal behavior if measured from the standard criteria of psychiatric patients yet, they inhabit destructive behavior 
The data source derived from the novel Perfume: The Story of A Murderer by Patrick Suskind. The data will be taken from several parts of the book such as dialogue, monologues, quotation, and also description. The researcher read the theory first while highlighting the fit and important part, thus can be created a good correlation between theory and the novel. Some parts of the novel are also needed to be highlighted which shows the important part of power relation, as it is discussed by Cleckley. The presence of elaboration and detail are very comprehensive enough to create such a critical analysis which is very valuable to be read by the readers. In terms of comprehensive, this study will be applied some paraphrasing and quoting as well so that the similarities can be minimized. The structure also a part of the concern that the proof will be put in advance followed by the elaboration. The proof of Foucault’s statements are given on the next part or following the elaboration throughout the two contexts that will be discussed below. 
In one of his published study 'Motivation & Personality', Maslow wrote extensively on concepts of Hierarchy of needs, Meta needs, Meta motivation, self-actualizing individual's whole life, his or her perceptions, value, strivings and goals. He focused on satisfaction of set of needs. According to Maslow, needs are arranged in following hierarchy: Physiological needs as food, water, sex & sleep.  Safety needs like protection & security, love & belongingness, self-esteem & respect from others, also higher needs for beauty, truth, justice, & self-actualization. 
The obvious disclosure of these needs breaks upon former satisfaction of the physiological, safety, love and esteem needs. There are only 2% of people around the world who can reach their full potential as individual. Those who have accomplished all the Hierarchy of Needs can be referenced as satisfied people. These people can be expected to gain the fullest originality. 
Maslow believes that every person has a strong desire to realize all of the potentials within him, and to gain self-actualization level. To prove that humans are not react to conditions that occur around them only, but to achieve something more. Needs are ordered in a hierarchy of prepotency that shaped as pyramid in which more basic needs must be more or less satisfied than previous to higher needs. Needs are flexible due to an external circumstances and personal condition. It will be a long journey to reach all basic needs and not going to be a linier effort. Instead it takes back and forth step. Largely behaviors are formed of numerous motivations, which are simultaneously determined by more than single basic need. 
Maslow called the lower four levels in Hierarchy of Needs as a 'deficiency needs' (D-needs): if the four needs are not met, it impacts on people psychological health and preclude their growth, autonomy, identity, and excellence. While on the top level of this hierarchy and as the final there is 'growth' or 'being needs' (B-needs). Maslow's (B-needs) does not essentially stem from a lack of something, but rather from a desire of a person to grow. Once these growth needs have been more or less satisfied, one could be thought to reach the top of the pyramid of happiness – the highest level, known as 'self-actualization' (Cunningham, 2008)
DISCUSSION
Grenoulie’s psychopathic behavior will be describe in this chapter using Hervey Cleckley’s core traits of personality.Also the theory of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs will be use to explain the motivational factor that caused psychopathic behavior in Grenoulie. Hereby, the analysis divide into two sub-chapters discussing how hierarchy of needs affects Grenoullie and the depiction on Grenoulie’s psychopathy.
How the “Hierarchy of Needs” affect Grenoulie
This part focused on the hierarchy of needs that simulated in Jean Baptise Grenoulie from Perfume: The Story of A Murderer. The concept of “Maslow hierarchy of Need” is develop by critical and powerful psychologist named Abraham Maslow is used as a reference by the researcher. This theory stated if there are stages of basic human need that must be accomplish orderly to build or found someone’s true identity and accept whoever they are as much as possible. Construct in a form of a pyramid, which intended to elaborate that what lies in the bottom of the pyramid should be satisfy first or at least “relatively satisfied” before it can progress to next level or to the higher level of need. These need established of Maslow believes that human are motivated to understand and embrace himself. 
With strange physicality and behavior, younger Grenoullie was also rejected and avoided by those who should have a contact with him. They perceive Grenoulie as unusual, strange and peculiar child. Growing with no one’s love he starts to isolate himself. Yet, he is happy for he have a unique ability that no one ever have. By isolating himself he is practicing and developing the skill that will be his virtue but also his own downfall. 
Maslow (1943) initially stated that individuals must satisfy lower level deficit needs before progressing on to meet higher level growth needs. However, he later clarified that satisfaction of a needs is not an “all-or-none” phenomenon, admitting that his earlier statements may have given “the false impression that a need must be satisfied 100 percent before the next need emerges” (1987, p. 69).
As in the early part of the story, Suskind portrayed Grenoulie as an orphan. Due to the blurry father figure who impregnate his mother and as soon as unwanted Grenoulie was born in the vile market his mother decided to let him be on the dump and die like other babies before him. Which later on customer found the baby Grenoulie and those people decided to hang the mother. And so, the innocent baby Grenoulie leave alone in the world without guardian.  
People send the leave alone infant to the wet nurse, by only few weeks he already changes to three different wet nurse. Those nurses said that this one baby is greedy, he sucks twice as much a single ordinary baby does. Since no wet nurse would feed the baby, police officer finally send him into an orphanage in Rouen. There is the place where the subject got named as Jean-Baptized Grenoulie. He was also unwelcomed in the orphanage, the wet nurse claiming that the baby does have smell and it is something strange. Until she took him to a priest, the saint saying if she is talking nonsense but ended up willingly taking responsible for the baby. After few moment spending time with Grenoulie the priest understood what was the wet-nurse talking about. He got scared and send Grenoulie to anther orphanage with Madame Gaillard. 
Madame Gaillard is a woman who will take care of children at any age as long if there is as someone who would paid for them, and so it be, the saint handed Grenoulie to be raised and pay him for a year. The woman does as best as she raises so many child during the hard time, she changes a baby’s diaper only until the baby has his second birthday. She will slap any baby who made a poop after that and they will lose one meal. According to Maslow, human should accomplish their very basic need.
The fulfillment of physiology need is a form of basic need accomplishment. While food is a physiology needs. As an example, hunger, all potential or capacity that someone has will be directed to only one purpose which is to satisfy the hunger. Grenoiulie would easily eat the spoiled meat and rotten vegetables with small amount of milk event watery soup. He required a minimum ration of food and clothing for his body.” (Suskind 1985:10) Grenoulie should satisfy his hunger or suppressed the hunger first. Even though things that he ate are not proper to be called as food, Grenoulie should swallowed it so his body organism could sustain itself. Not lacking of mineral, protein, salt. It is the hunger that compressed all thinking and action to find, to get and obtain the body requirement. The main purpose is to fulfill the needs food and drink first. As his need of food is quite satisfied, another needs will take over to control Grenoulie’s mind and action. 
As Grenoulie grows his life is getting more difficult. Madame Gaillard handed over eight-year-old Grenoullie to a tanner for fifteen francs. Tanning requires a great energy and stamina to scrapping the remaining meat from the leather also mixing the dyes and dangerous tanning liquid. An environment where Madame Gaillard fully aware where a kid may not survive in such condition. As what shows up in his mind, it takes a massive effort for Grenoulie to survive under Grimal’s hand. The scenario before head shows the unfulfillment of second need from Maslow diagram, the safety needs. The need for protection, to earn safety and stability in in life and most importantly protection. (McLeod, 2017) Here, then, on the most putrid spot in the whole kingdom, Jean-Baptiste Grenouilie was born on July 17, 1738.
An eight-years-old boy with small and defenseless body surely need protection from other things that might risk his life and the feeling of safety. However, under Grimal’s control. Grenoulie lost the opportunity to feel safe, protected and free from fear. Grenoulie realized that even a few mistakes could cost him his life. He cultivates his fear, his desire to protest and he must exert all the energy he has as much as possible so as not to end up in that horrible tannery. From the quotation “from the first breath that sniffed in the odor enveloping Grimal-Grenouille knew that this man was capable of thrashing him to death for the least infraction” (Suskind 1985:14) 
Therefore, he does all the hides scrapping, watering, smoothed and whitewashed everything until burying the hides to be picked up later.  Yet, he still hauling water from the river, never a bucket and always hundreds of buckets a day. Water requires a lot in tanning industry. Within months the hauling process it leaves dry stiches on his body. He did everyhing Grenoulie carried out all the orders given by Grimal and fully obey to all wishes of Grimal. Grenoulie does not even care how much work he has to do, he let his tiny, skinny body exhausted and filled with scars as long as he doesn't die by Grimal rough hands
	As told that Greoulie had been an orphan since he was a baby. So during his childhood Grenoulie never felt the love of a mother, not even once. Even at the orphanage, none a suckling mother would want to accept him. Grenoulie had even experienced attempted murder by his brothers and sisters in the orphanage. In his childhood Grenoulie was ostracized and shunned because of the unnatural things that were on him.  As how Suskind describe it as the absence of smell from Greoulie disturbed the other kids. Baby Grenoulie was very strange for them. Grenoulie had even experienced attempted murder by his brothers and sisters in the orphanage. As Grenoulie grows older those children are getting more away and avoided him. In addition, a priest who should be love everybody in any condition unexpectedly afraid of him as well. 
Maslow has suggested that thwarting of needs is the mostly found as a core in psychopathology and severe act of maladjustment (Maslow 1941:9) Simplified as the failure of love & belongingness needs has become the source of almost all forms of psychopathology. In this case, the form of psychopathology that reflected is psychopathic behavior. Meanwhile, Allison Cunningham in her thesis entitled Maslow’s Theory of Motivation and Hierarchy of Human Needs: A Critical Analysis mention if Abraham Maslow himself having an unmet love need and almost cause him a depression (Cunningham, 2008:31) 
Moreover, the form of maladjustment can be found anywhere in the novel. Starting with little Grenoulie who had chosen to be alone and inhale the new scent of aromas rather than talking with other children in the orphanage. His preference to live in caves for years, eating insects and animal carcasses to avoid the scent of humans and drown in his fantasies. Verifying another basic need of Grenoulie that cannot be met.  
On the fourth list of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs is self-esteem need. Maslow classified this need in two sets. First is self-esteem, coping the need for dignity, achievement and adequacy. Also strength, ability to mastery and the feeling to be confident in the eyes of the worlds. Secondly, is a respect from others and reputation. It can be formed as recognition, status, importance or appreciation, attention and prestige. As how Maslow stated in his book “Satisfaction of the self-esteem need leads to feelings of self-confidence, worth, strength, capability and adequacy of being useful and necessary in the world.” (Maslow, 1943) While on the other side, obstructing of this need deliver insecurity, anxiety and the feeling of unworthy to acquire anything good. 
From he was a child until he reaches age of thirteen, Grenoulie does not have close figure who can appreciate him. On a contrary, Grenoulie exposed to an abusive treatment and various kind of punishment. He always lives in unfortunate economic condition and he spend his life in solitude. No one is ever appreciating his existence which make his esteem need is unmet. As a form of self-esteem need deprivation, he grows a self-defense mechanism which Maslow called as self-aggrandizement. (Cunningham, 2008)
Therefore, Grenoulie’s desire for recognition grew bigger. He works very hard to attain power and getting strength in Grimal’s tannery strength is a way for Grenoulie to save his life. Inother words, strength is a self-defense that is being performed by Grenoulie. Thereafter, a part in the novel shows where this main character forced Maitre Baldini to be his teacher. “I want to work for you, Maitre Baldini. Work for you, here in your business.”(Suskind, 1985:29)  Demanding and insisting a completely new person to teach. He aware that the old man was a reliable and famous perfume maker. Not just caused by his desire to learn how to store the scent of the human body, that need is also driven by his desire to mastery. Since by mastering a particular skill, Grenouille could get recognition from many people about things he can do, and the special talents he has. 
As the top point in Maslow hierarchy list is Self-Actualization. Unlike other needs that are classified as deficiency needs, need that discontinued to motivating behavior. Self-actualization is called by Maslow as growth need, “which continues to motivate behavior after it is satisfied” (Cunningham, 2008). This one is the need that humans should involve themselves to be what they want based on their abilities. Humans will fulfill their desires in accordance with the capabilities possessed by him. 
The writer gets the image of that Grenoulie has extraordinary sense of smell. He can tell how things looked like, their place and the distance. On page 12 in the novel it is written as how Madame Gaillard stunned by the fact that Grenoulie could see things through solid object as brick walls and locked doors.  Moreover, Grenoulie can specified the aroma of things better than normal people. As how he interested more to virgin’s scent in reason for other people do not smell pleasing as followed quote “Children smelled insipid, men urinous, all sour sweat and cheese, women smelled of rancid fat and rotting fish.” (Suskind 1985:18)
During all of his existence, Grenoulie wanted to be able to apply his talent and show it to everyone. As Grenoulie discovered that the scent of a virgin girl was very intoxicating, he was obsessed to make perfume out of her. With trainings from Mr. Baldini and the knowledge he gained from the city of Grasse he tested his abilities until he achieved a success. But not quite up there, Grenoulie developed his desire by making a collection of the best perfume ever created by humans. For he believes that he is the only living person in the world who can smell million things and by creating those perfumes he can rules everyone and make them bow in front of him.
At the end of the story writer can infers that, Grenoulie successfully actualized himself. Started from Madame Amulfi workshop, he known to be the best employee. Working all the waxing process to grade of excellent. Then his determination in starting his perfume creation and finally completing the series of the perfume of his dream. Until he finally reached reached his full potential. 
“But of course this unique scent could not be used in a raw state. He must set it like the most precious gemstone. He would make a perfume using all the precepts of the art, and the scent of the girl behind the wall would be the very soul of it.”(Suskind 1985:75
Depiction on Grenoulie’s Psychopathy 
Hervey Cleckley a professional psychiatrist proposed new and modern view of psychopathy in 1941, he introduced the psychopath term to popular culture through his research book The Mask of Sanity. Cleckley, who lamented that the psychopath was “the forgotten man of psychiatry,” gained profile of the psychopath from an experimental case studies. The book covered up and indicates that psychopaths exposed the sanity, charm and high level of intelligent, yet beneath this attractive mask was a vessel of insincerity, pathologic egocentricity, remorselessness, and an impoverished emotional life. (Cleckley, 1941: 44)
Due to combination of extreme narcissism and a cerebral configuration in which regions related to empathy are significantly deficient and associate to the signs by Cleckley. Lead to the appearance of the psychopathic personality in Grenoulie. It is stated that some serial killers “experienced great violence and humiliation at the hands of one or both parents”. But in Grenoulie the violences came from Madam Amulfi in the orphanage where he was raised and under Grimal’s slavery. Which later on brings the sadistic side up to the surface and become Grenolie’s motive in serial killing. As the primary character of the novel, the writer puts highlight on Grenoulie’s character. Telling the story from early time of his life until he is no longer exist. Patrick Suskind uses various words to describe the personality of Grenoulie. How he grew without any parent, labelled as a devil’s child for his special gift, and the most unwanted child at the orphanage. Grenoulie, then, grow as a man who would do anything to earn what he desires the most and even become a psychopath.
Started with the first victim of Grenoulie. An innocent plum girl seller in only range of teen. In despite of seeking for her beauty, Grenoulie follows the girls for he is smelling the aroma that loose from her. Barely without sound, Grenoulie is already behind the girl and starts to enjoy the smell, while she peels the left unsold peaches. By the time the girl turn her back and shocked by Grenoulie’s presence, he chocked the girl to die with no emotion unless the feeling to own the girl’s fragrant aroma.  (Suskind, 1985:18)
The situation reflects the sign of a psychopath which mentioned that a psychopath does not feel nervous or doubtful when doing the action. There is no nervousness inside him and when his hand is around the girl’s neck those do not seems to experience a trembling. He stays sharp, focused and completely aware of what is happening. He is not delusional, as hearing voices that speak in his mind. While ordinary people would feel frantic and scared if they were faced with sort circumstance. A normal guy would have experience as inner conflict. Where taking someone’s life is cruel and exquisitely wrong and could arose doubt in him. The feeling of doubt and fear will result in trembling hands and cold sweat. Not to mention the consequences that he will be obtained if his action is revealed. So the non-psychopath personality tends to retreat his murdering scenario. (Cleckley, 1988) 
In Grenoulie’s scenario, the only thing matter is that his life would be meaningless unless he possessed the scent. His one and only intention. Even as he notices that the girl is already lifeless, there are no regret nor fear or sad shows by Grenoulie. He treated the dead body like never contain a soul before, an inhuman and immoral. The condition depicted the psychopath trait of lacking a guilt and shame.  Just a moment after the girl died, Grenoulie deftly lays her body among the plums and torn her in an instant and begin to fill his nostril with her fragrance of every inch of her body. From the tip of hair to face, down to her breast and genitals until the ends of the girl’s arms and toes.
The psychopath was susceptible to antisocial behavior, but unlike any other criteria for psychology disorder he had a lack of anxiety, and incapable to build evocative social connections. Greonoulie is a brilliant perfume maker. He learn very quickly from his Maitre Baldini, as an addition, Grenoulie has a remarkable smelling capability. Thus, make Grenoulie as an intelligent in the world of perfumery. The connection between Baldini and Grenoulie is limited only to a teacher and apprentice and both can build mutually beneficial relationship. As a reality that was what Baldini thought. Baldini knew that this young man had an extraordinary talent for making perfume, so he hired Grenoulie in his perfume shop. 
Meanwhile, Grenoulie had his own desire, which was to learn all the ways to store the aroma from a person. This goal that cannot be removed from his head since the tragedy of the Plum Selling Girl. Yet he does not imply his meaning clearly to Baldini, he only ask the Maitre to teach him ways to keep aroma. He would not mind if Baldini told him to make tens to hundreds of bottles of perfume every day, whatever it takes, Grenoulie would do to fulfill his main purpose. Until the moment he realized that the distillation method taught by Baldini could not be used to store the scent of humans he became depressed and finally got ill for days. The feelings of relationship between master and employees disappear from Baldini's mind. He replaced that feeling by considering Grenoulie as his adopted son and treating him as a father treated his sick child until he recovered. However, when Grenoulie became well he was the first thing he asked was "Tell me, Maitre, there are other ways to extract the most from things besides pressing or distilling?" (Suskind, 1985:43). 
Grenoulie did not care about the sacrifice his teacher had made. He was not aware of Baldini's feelings who cared deeply about him, and did not care about the good relations. Cleckley mention in sub-chapter of unresponsiveness in general interpersonal relation, no matter how well psychopath is treated, or how distressed his family, colleague or someone who loves him, he cannot show any reaction of appreciation (Cleckley 1988:354) 
That Grenoulie felt was anger and thought that the Maitre had lied to him. This main character blames others for the mistakes he made and he do not confess when cornered related to other psychopathic traits namely, he always has the feeling that he did most right. Because of this characteristic, psychopath is often impulsive and don't think about the long-term effects of his actions. All moral judgments and other people's responses to deviant behavior are not appreciated by him. (Cleckley, 1988:343)
In other psychiatric disorders there is a tendency for patient to commit suicide, while the psychopathic personality is having the opposite nature. Surprisingly, it was found that he did not have any interest in committing suicide at all. In a psychopath world suicide is rarely carried out mostly because he values, and have a great love upon himself (Beech, Vien, 2015:160).  Not a single time in whole his hard life, Grenoulie’s feel a great depression that can leads to suicidal attempt. Instead, he had a very great sense of egocentricity thus he loved himself so much. Grenoulie appreciated the gift of his smelling senses and his ability to process a girl's body to die into a perfume with an extraordinary aroma. He assumed that one else can match his perfume creation, no human will ever over his abilities. “I thank you,” he said softly, “I thank you, Jean-Baptiste Grenouille, for being what you are! (Suskind, 1985:85) 
	Consequently, the suicide feeling was convert to the urge for murdering other people, due to his main goal to store the virgin and beautiful girl aroma, he did not mind to do some lethal action. He once stalks a girl for he smelled the girl’s aroma from outside of her house and he determined that he will possessed it. He loved her scent-that alone, nothing else, and only inasmuch as it would one day be his alone. He would bring it home within the year, he swore it by his very life. (Suskind, 1988:74) Things that Grenoulie did not realize was she was the daughter of famous judge in the city of Grasse. His decision to "harvest" the girl was an instant will where he did not consider what problems he might caught up in. This action of recklessness and bad assessment are this reckless action and poor assessment are included in the psychopath characteristics mentioned by Cleckley. (Cleckley, 1988:345-346)
	“Remembering the night where Grenoulie first realized if scent of a wonderful woman was so extraordinary, he realized that the only way he could save the scent from her was to kill the source aroma. (Suskind, 1985:70) By then, Grenoulie starting his own experiment. Apply the cold-perfumery process to unfortunate animals. Cows, pigs and sheep are kicking and struggling and trying so hard removing the bandage that Grenoulie has put on them. Adding sweat, dirt, and bad smell that is ruined his experiment oil. As he contemplate that the moving object is so much harder to handle, Grenoulie jump into a conclusion that the objects must be quieted down, so that they would not resist, struggling or be afraid,”He would have to kill them.(Suskind, 1985:72)
As his next experiment, Grenoulie lured a puppy from the mother using a piece of meat in his left hand, while his right hand struck a piece of wood on the poor animal's head strongly. As following this method is then used by Grenoulie to murder his victims. Innocence young girls who have above average beauty. 
According to Cleckley, psychopaths do not care about punishment, which makes them difficult to manage. He also stated that psychopath seems to processes the information about detention and reward, differently compared to normal person. It did not take long for the residents of Grasse to caught Laure's murderer, everyone's favorite girl, the terrorist spreader who grows fear to most of France. The sentence imposed on Grenoulie was paraded around the city and caning which could knock out joints on his body before finally the killer died on gallows. However, according to the description mentioned above ”Grenouille received the verdict without emotion.” (Suskind, 1985:89)
A non-psychopath will react to punishment. He will show even the slightest reaction to punishment whether it is crying, bowing his head and holding his chest. Whether he feels sad, embarrassed, disappointed or angry and the most important thing is a guilt. Because for him punishment is something that is frightening, humiliating (crushing self-esteem) and binding that he has done something bad. As everything discovered, and he get caught none of his expression show a regret. He doesn't feel shame, in fact, he feels proud of what he has done. To a psychopath, the victims are trophy form to his accomplishment.
Psychopath has a trait of having difficulty or simply fails to follow his life. (Cleckley, 1988:337) In order to prove that Grenoulie has psychopath characteristic, writer take one event from the novel as evidence related on Cleckley’s statement above.   On behalf of his pursue to the city of Grease, Grenoulie avoided any contact with people that contain the possibility of messing his breathing freedom. His focus to reach the big city and learn the secret of perfumer is distracted by the air purity along the journey. 
As a result, instead of staying in the main road and followed it Grenoulie take the different and further way. Be far from the right path and threw himself into the woods. Surviving in a cave deep down the forest for years with his imagination. His mind is no longer in a sober (Suskind, 1985: 46). What used to be dominant in his head which is to learn the secret of making perfume just fall apart and can be easily deflected.   The result of a plan that was not thoroughly thought out, an easily distracted mind and his fear upon human aroma had made him lose his original plan. His intention to be able to reach Grasse faster, obtain the right to speak and the freedom in his very own perfume creation his short term life plan has not been successfully carried out.
  Among the most sadistic serial killers, there are various who experienced great violence and humiliation at the hands of one or both parents, although there are also those who did not experience such violence. (Hilda et all, 2006) The existence of parent in Grenoulie’s life is substitute to the role of Madame Gaillard as the head of the orphanage. The woman treated all children equally with whip, slap and hunger. So, Grenoulie has exposed to the form of violence during his childhood.
CONCLUSION
As a closure to this study, writer would like to overview generally about what happened to the main character Jean-Baptise Grenoulie. Based on what have been studied, writer gets two conclusions. 
First of all, despite of having the ability in extremely high sense of smell that exceeds the ability of average human, however Grenoulie is still a mere human. As a human being, Grenoulie also has basic needs that must be met to support his survival. Among these are physiological needs, the need for security, the need for love and the need for self-esteem. Thus, needs mentioned are needs that are based on a deficiency. While there is the highest need called self-actualization needs.
It can be seen that during his growth, starts from a baby, a child and a teenager who later becomes fully grown man. Grenoulie is always confronted to difficult circumstances. His life was filled with misfortune, injustice, and violence that seems to be an endless cycle. He lives in poverty that cause his weird action. He does not eat like normal people. He could eat spoiled meat and rotten vegetable. He chooses to eat insect and carcass to survive while he hides from people. No safety he earns from the orphanage and else, Grimal’s tannery. His unusual look and behavior makes people uncomfortable and so he does not have special relation with anyone. 
Consequently, he has low self-esteem that later on motivates him to self-actualized himself. Inferring that Grenoulie is rarely able to meet its basic needs and often fails to even meet some of them. When humans fail to meet their basic needs, it can lead to changes in their personality and impact on the disruption of the psychological state. Due to Grenoulie's success in meeting his basic needs is in low level, causing the damage in his psychology and negative behavior can be found easily. Grenoulie's psychopathic behavior is one example of the unmated need reflected in the novel. 
Meanwhile that ability he had from birth was the only Grenoulie's sole motivation for him to continuing survival brought writer to the second conclusion. It is in one thing that become his biggest favorite thing which is smelling virgin girls scent and desire to bottle up them. Since his psychological health is disrupted causing by his unmet needs he finally turns himself to a serial killer. As a form of diversion to all of his basic needs that are not met, Grenoulie focuses on meeting the highest need, the need of self-actualization. He tried hard to prove to everyone that he was a very great and talented perfume maker who created the best collection of perfume and nothing matched his creation. But unfortunately in his effort, Grenoulie does not see that the behavior of killing is wrong. Grenoulie did not realize that his personality and psychology had broken down and he became a psychopath. 
He is highly narcissistic and incredibly talented in the art of making perfume. Sometimes he is being dishonest and he occasionally being sincere to people who had helped him. When villagers caught him to be justified for murdering, he feels no remorse also the punishment for him means nothing. Despite having a very tough life where he had no close relations with anyone, nor having loved ones, Grenoulie never had suicidal ideation. Through the signs s of psychopath created by Hervey Cleckley his behavior shows an indication of a psychopath. All signs match to categorized him in psychopath terms.
The analysis of Perfume: The Story of a Murderer is good work to be read by teenager, adults, and scholars, especially psychopath personality learner psychological enthusiast. This work can be reminder that guide to how human can be motivated by needs. Also need has the ability to change person’s personality and psychology. The need of physiology, safety, love and self-esteem must not be ignored. Because neglecting these need can result in split persona and emerging negativity. Especially the neglecting of love need can result in dangerous damage of psychology or creating compensatory defence mechanism. 
The author hopes that one day this work of thesis can be used as an example, as additional reference or reading material for followed other works. Especially writing that contain psychopathic, motivational, personality and psychoanalytic themes. However, any field of themes can also derive from this paper as long as reader considers if there is particular connection in anything reader works is about to write.

SUGGESTION
	The analysis of Perfume: The Story of a Murderer is good work to be read by teenager, adults, and scholars, especially psychopath personality learner psychological enthusiast. This work can be reminder that guide to how human can be motivated by needs. Also need has the ability to change person’s personality and psychology. The need of physiology, safety, love and self-esteem must not be ignored. Because neglecting these need can result in split persona and emerging negativity. Especially the neglecting of love need can result in dangerous damage of psychology or creating compensatory defense mechanism.
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